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Abstract. Manifestation of Ricci scalar like a matter field as well as a geometrical field, at high
energy, has been noted earlier [9]. Here, its interactiort with another scalar field is considered in
four-dimensional curved space-time. This interaction leads to the production of a large number
of pairs of spinless particle-antiparticle due to expansion of the early universe in the vacuum
state (provided by temperature dependent Coleman-Weinberg like potential for Ricci field),
where spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place.
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1. Introduction

In spite of its success at low energy (long distance), Einstein's theory of gravity is
problematic at high energy. According to Hawking-Penrose theorem [1], the field
equations of Einstein's theory exhibit point-like singularities, where physical laws
collapse. This is the 'first problem. The second problem is the failure of attempts to
renormalize Einstein's theory of gravity. Hence this theory needs modification at least
at high energy levels. In this context R2-gravity I-2]-[10] is very interesting which
incorporates the general principle of covariance and reduces to Einsteinian gravity at
low energy. R2-gravity is obtained by adding RZ-terms (like R 2, R ~ R u~ and
R~p~R uvp", where R is Ricci scalar, Ru~ are components of Ricci tensor and Ru~p~ are
components of Riemann-Curvatur¢ tensor) to the Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian which
is linear in R. According to the definition of R, R,~ and R,~p., one knows that these
geometrical quantities involve second order derivatives of components of the metric
tensor as well as square of the first order derivatives of the same with respect to
space-time coordinates. Components of the metric tensor are defined as
ds 2 = g.vdx~'dx ~,

(1.1)

where #, v = 0, 1,2, 3. It is obvious from (1.1) that g,~ are dimensionless. So, in natural
units (h = c = k n = 1, where h, c and k B have their usual meaning), the dimension of R,
Ruv and R,vp, is (mass) 2. Hence, R2-terms are insignificant at low energy but are very
important at high energy level. Importance of R2-gravity was realized in the context
of renormalizability of gravity and R2-terms also appear as stringy correction to
Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian [11]. Some authors [12] have considered lagrangian
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containing polynomial of R of order higher than two also and have obtained some
interesting results. But in these theories, either coupling constants are not dimensionless or dimensionality of space-time is taken to be more than 4. In such cases, the
theory is not renormalizable. The present paper deals with R2-gravity with action
given as
(1.2)
where G is the gravitational constant of dimension (mass)-2, .~ is the determinant of
g~ and coupling constants (b, c and d) are dimensionless.
Taking the above action for gravity (Sg, given by (1.2)), it has been discussed earlier
[9, I0] that, at high energy, R manifests itself not only as a geometrical field, but also
as a spinless matter field. This kind of dual nature of R, at high energy,, is very
interesting as well as useful. In quantum field theory, fields describe elementary
particles. So, Ricci scalar R is supposed to describe R-quanta, called as Riccions [10],
which are spinless bosons.
In the present paper, taking the material aspect of the Ricci scalar, the main focus
lies on interactions of spinless Bose field /~ = r/R (where ~/ is a parameter of unit
magnitude and length dimension) with another scalar field ~b and its implications in
the inflationary model obtained after spontaneous symmetry breaking in the theory
with temperature dependent Coleman-Weinberg like potential for R. The interaction
term is defined as L~ = ½2/~2~b2. When/~ undergoes spontaneoussymmetry breaking
it leads to a phase transition from the state ( R ) = 0 to ( R ) = + a (tr is the
spontaneous symmetry breaking mass scale and (/~) is the vacuum expectation value
of/~ which is homogeneous). So long as temperature T is above or equal to the critical
temperatureT c, ( R ) remains confined to the state (/~) = 0. But as T falls very much
below To, ( R ) tunnels through the temperature barrier ( T = T¢) and acquires a nonzero constant value (/~) = + tr. As a result, other scalar field tk is massless in the state
(/~) = 0 and acquires non-vanishing mass in the state (/~) = + a. It is demonstrated
that a large number of particle-antiparticle pairs are created due to exponentially
expanding model of the early universe in the state (/~) = + a.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with spontaneous symmetry
breaking using temperature dependent Coleman-Weinberg-like potential for/~ in
place of temperature dependent Higgs-likepotential used in [9]. Taking the geometrical
aspect of R, it is found that the state ( R ) = - o behaves like bumps in the rapidly
expanding model of the early universe given by the state (/~) = + tr. In this section, it
is also discussed that a huge amount of energy will be released as a result of spontaneous
symmetry breaking. In § 3, the Klein-Gordon equation for $ is derived and normalized
solutions of the same have been obtained. Section 4 contains discussions concerning
creation of particles. Section 5 is the concluding section where energy of the created
particles is calculated. The natural units are used throughout the paper.
2. Spontaneous symmetry breaking

The four-dimensional generalization of Gauss-Bonnet theorem implies that

f d4xx/~(R~,p~ R~*p~- 4R~, R"~ + R 2) = X,
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where Z is the Euler number. Using it in (•.2), one obtains

where e and fl are dimensionless coupling constants.
Invariance of S o, under transformation g.~ --*g.. + 6g.v yields field equations [5, 9,
10]. Taking trace of these field equations, one obtains
(f'-] + m2)/~ = 0

(2.2)

where

and
m2 = [8zG(5ct + 12fl)]- 1
To avoid ghost problem ct and flare required to obey the condition 5ct + 12//> 0.
Equation (2.2) indicates that R also behaves like spinless massive field, provided
that Sg contains R2-terms. At this stage, it is better to know the energy mass scale
when R 2 terms become unimportant. The determination of exact mass scale is not
possible here, but some idea of relative dominance between R/16nG and R2-terms can
be obtained as follows. In natural units, in terms of mass scale R/16rcG corresponds to
M2M 2 [16rt(GI G0)]-1 (where Mpis Planck mass, M is the energy mass scale and the
Newtonian gravitational constant Go---Mp 2) and (~tRuvRU~+fir s) corresponds to
(~+//)M 4. Thus, it is found that R2-terms will dominate over R/16nG when
M > Mp[16rc(~ + fl)(G/Go) ]- a/2 and can be neglected when M <<Mp [16~(~ + fl)
(G/Go) ] -~/2. Equation (2.1) can also be derived from the action:

S~= 1 I dgxx/-~(gZVdz~O~_m2~2)
zj

(2.3)

on imposing the condition
2

~S/~
O/~ = 0

(2.4)

on it. Here/~ = qR, as mentioned above. In natural units, the theory requires S~ to be
dimensionless, which is possible only when/~ has mass dimension. As discussed above
R has (mass) z dimension, that is why t/(a quantity of unit magnitude and (mass)dimension) has been associated with R to get the correct dimension of/~, ½m2/~2is the
potential term, which can be replaced by another suitable potential after accepting
/~ as a spinless matter field. In [9], ½m2/~2 has been replaced by temperaturedependent Higgs-like potential. But in the context of SU(5) grand unified theory
(which is very important in the early universe), the Coleman-Weinberg type potential
is more suitable. So, in this paper, we replace ½m2/~2 by temperature- dependent
Coleman-Weinberg potential for/~ [13, 14] as

VT(R) = A /~'ln-~ -

1~,

1 4-1

(2.5)

where A and C are dimensionless coupling constants.
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The vacuum states are given by
or

4A <1~)3 l n - ~ + 2CT2 (/~) = 0.

o,

when T >/ T¢

=o

{

(2.6)

Equation (2.5) yields

(2.7)

r)]

, when T ~< T~

where
2A
T2 = -C

0"2

"

(2.8)

So, when T<< T~
(/~) = ± a.

(2.9)

A spatially homogeneous, flat and isotropic cosmological model of the early
universe is given by the Robertson-Walker line-element
ds 2 = d t 2 - a2(t)[(dx) 2 + (dy) 2 + (d2)2].

(2.10)

The geometrical definition of/~ in the model, given by the line-element (2.10), yields
/~ = 6t/[~ + ( : ) 2 ] ,

(2.11,

where dot denotes derivative with respect to cosmic time t. /~ given by (2.11), is
independent of spatial coordinates, so R = (/~). Now, the ordinary differential
equation, in the state (/~) = 0, is given as
-+
a

(2.12)

which integrates to
t
a2 = 8 + --

tpl

(2.13)

where ~ is an integration constant ~and tp~ is the Planck time. Like ref. [9] on taking
VT(/~) as temperature-dependent Coleman-Weinberg potential, the energy condition
is not violated but R2-terrfls modify Einstein field equations. For the modified situation,
Hawking-Penrose theorem is not applicable. Hence singularity can be avoided. This
modification seems at and above the energy scale where R 2 terms in Sg are important.
The expansion, obeying the rule given by (2.13), is adiabatic. Hence, temperature
will fall as
constant
T = [8 + (t/tpl)] U2"

(2.14)

Thus, one finds that temperature falls according to (2.14) in the symmetric state
(/~> = 0. As phase transition is expected below Planck scale, the critical temperature
Tc will be less than Tp~,nckwhich is possible at time t~ > tp~, according to rule given
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by (2.14). When temperature falls very much below Tc i.e. T<< Tc, (/~) acquires a nonzero constant value o and spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place at time t o > t~.
Again taking the geometrical definition of/~ given by (2.10), one gets the ordinary
differential equation
-+

=--

a

(2.15)

6q

yielding the solution

a2 = a2sinhF. qao
2-~(t- io) + 0.89

(2.16)

where a 2 = (12/trq) 1/2. Thus, one finds non-adiabatic expansion in the state (/~) = a.
In the case ( R ) = - a, the ordinary differential equation will be

a

\a/

yielding the solution

,,.__.

]

(2.18)

which implies that 0 < a(t)<~ a o (as discussed above a ( t ) # 0 and a(t), being scale
factor, cannot be negative or complex number). Thus, the state ( R ) = o may
behave like a small bubble of size a(t) such that r <<,a(t) <~a o (here r is a very small
non-zero number). It is interesting / to see (from (2.18)) that at t = t o, a = a o. As
t increases, a(t) decreases to the smallest non-zero number r at t = t o + (qa2n/4) and it
remains equal to r till t = t o + (3r/a2rt/4). When t > t o + (2r/a2~/4), a(t) increases to a 0
at time t = t o + qao2 ~. This cycle keeps on repeating, so long as RZ-terms are significant
in gravitational dynamics. Thus it is interesting to see that the state ( R ) = tr
behaves like bumps in the cosmological model of the early universe, given by the state
(/~) = a, which expands rapidly with scale factor a(t) obeying (2.16).
Another interesting point (which is important to mention here) is that at t = t o,
when T << Tc, a huge amount of energy will get released with density
1
4v T (o) - - v T (tT) .~- ~ Atr - - C T 2 ff 2

=Ca2

4-

T2

~- ~ Aa .

(2.19)

The gravitational energy so released will be converted into particles and radiation
increasing entropy of the universe.

3. R and ~b interaction and solution of Klein-Gordon equation for
Manifestation of material aspect of Ricci scalar, at high energy, encourages one to
study a theory involving interaction of/~ and 4~- The action for such a theory, in
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curved space-time is given as

-

1

1 -g +

(3.1)

where ~t/-t/~b2=~R~b 2 is the non-minimal coupling term of ~b with gravity
alongwith non-minimal coupling constant ~ (which is dimensionless) and 2/~ 2 ~b2 is the
/~ - ~b interaction term with dimensionless coupling constant 2. Here,
(~t/- 1/~ + 2/~2) ~bz is the mass term which vanishes in the state </~> = 0 and is equal to
(+ ~t/-la + 2a2)~b 2 in the state (/~> = + a . As discussed in the earlier section, the
state < / ~ > = - a
behaves like bumps only in the exponentially expanding
cosmological model, so this will not be discussed hereafter.
Imposing the condition

2 6S

=0

(3.2)

on S, given by (3.1), one gets the Klein-Gordon equation for ~b as
([3 +

,7-1 g +

(3.3)

= 0

in the curved space-time.
For the purpose of second quantization, the general wave solution of KleinGordon equation (3.3) can be written, for discrete modes k, as
~b = ~ [ a ~ f k ( t ) e x p ( -

(ik.x")) + at,f*(t)exp( + ik.x")]

(3.4)

k

Substituting this solution in (3.3), one gets ordinary differential equation for mode
k as,

d 3(t)-~t)fk+(ak2~)
d
+ erl-lR+ 2~2~fk
1 ~t(a
] =0.

(3.5)

aa(t)

in the geometry, given by the line-element (2.10). In the state (/~) = a, a(t) is given by
(2.18). So, (3.5) reduces to

fk + _3-~coth[..2--~-i(t-[_tlao
to) +
k2

+

"4- ~r] - 1 O" "~ 2 0 -2

fk = 0.

(3.6)

aZosinh2f ~o(t-to) + 0"89}
Now, defining
2
z = ---~(t - to) + 0-89

rlab
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(3.6) is written as

d2fk. 3.,
.dfk V(3t/3"~ 1/2 k 2
+ ~ corn ~ ~-z + [
• - -

k,4-6~)

dz 2

sinh2z + 3~ + 3 2 t l a l f k = O.

(3.7b)

On substituting
(3.8)

fk = VkSinh- 3/4t

in the differential equation (3.7b), one gets the ordinary differential equation

d21Jkdz--T
J sinh2~--z
k2 + 33 + 3;tr/o -- ~ coth2z + ~cosech
3
2 z1 vk = 0.
+ kk[(3r/3"~l/243
(3.9)
With the definition of z, given by (3.73), one finds that e -~ ~<0.41066 and e ~~> 2"4351.
So, sinh z and coth z can be approximated as
sinh z ~ e~/2

(3.10a)

coth r ~ 1

(3.10b)

and
without any harm. As a result, the ordinary differential equation (3.9) can be written in
a more convenient form

dZVkdz
2 + [~4(3rl3~'/zkz +3}e -2' + 3~ + 32rla- 91Vk = O.
L[ \40)

(3.11)

For large z (3.11) can be approximated as
d2Vk (
9)
d.~2 nt- 3~ + 32rla - ~ v k = 0

(3.12)

which yields positive and negative enorgy solutions e- ivT/x/~ and eiV~/x/~ respectively,
where
v = _+ [3~ + ).r/a - 0.19)] 1/2.

(3.13)

Equation (3.11) is integrated to
v k = AJiv(Ke-' ) + BJ_iv(Ke-~),

(3.14a)

K = +_ [(12t13/6)l/2k2 -t- 3] 1/2,

(3.14b)

A = (21vJ)- 1/z2i~K-iVF(1 + iv),

(3.14c)

B = (2[vl)- 1/22-ivKi~F(1 _ iv),

(3.14d)

where

and Jl(x) is Bessel's'function of first kind. In (3.14), A and B have been evaluated using
the approximation of Bessel's function for small arguments, given as,
(x/2)~
Jt(x) x _% 0F(1
+/)"
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and
AJi~(Ke-')r

-~

A(Ke-~,/2) i~
F(1 + iv)

(3.16)

which should match with e - i ' / V / ~ . On this kind of matching, one gets A, as given by
(3.14c). Similarly, B is also evaluated. But the solution given by (3.14) is not
normalized, which is very much important to have a physically reasonable solution
with correct dimensions. For the purpose of normalization, the following conditions
are used
(vl,vl) = - ( v 2 , v 2 ) = 1 and ( v l , v 2 ) = 0
where v 1 = A J i v ( K e - ' ) and v z = B J _ i v ( K e - ~ ) .
functions ~kl and ~k2 is defined as
(~1, ~k:) = - i ]
dt =

(3.17)
The orthonormal product of two

d3x aS(t)[~jl(x, t)c3,~*(x, t) - (¢?,~kl(x, t))~J*(x, t)].
constant

After normalization at t = t o, one gets
Vk = ao 3/2 V - 1/2(3rl/a)l/4[AJiv(Ke-~) + BJ_i~(Ke-~)]

(3.18)

where V is the volume of 3-dimensional space. Using (3.8) and (3.18), one gets
fk(t ) = %3/2 V-1/2(3rl/a)l/4sinh-3/4z[AJi~(Ke -~) + BJ_iv(Ke-~) ], (3.19)
where A, B and K are given by (3.14).

4. Production of scalar particles
To study the spectrum of created scalar particles, in-vacuum state (t << to) denoted as
10)i . is defined as
a~°10)i~ = 0 and ln(010)in = 1.

(4.1)

The out-vacuum state (t >> to), denoted as 10)o,t is defined as
a~"'10) o,t and ont(010)o~t = 1.

(4.2)

The scalar field ~b(x, t) can be expanded in terms of a complete set of orthonormal
functions ~b~,n(x,t) as
(~= Z

[a kin c~kin (x, t) + akin* ?Pkin* (x,t)]

(4.3)

k

where ~bk.(x,
in
t)= f~"(t)exp(--ika Xa) with its complex conjugate q~n. and a ki, (a kin?) are
annihilation (creation) operators in the in-state 10)i .. ~b can also be expanded, in the
second complete set of orthonormal functions ~b~Ut(x,t) as
=~

[a ko.t ~bko., ( x , t ) + a ok . . ~bkoot. (x,t)]
k
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where ~'k'h°u4"~,t)=f~u'(t)exp(--ikax ~) with its complex conjugate ~b~,ut*(x,t) and
a~"t(a~ ut*) are annihilation (creation) operators in the out-state. Since, both sets are
complete, ~b~~'t can be expanded in terms of qS~u and "ek'hi"*as [15]-[17]
~D°ut = ~ k ~ n -3!-/~ thin*
k

IJk Wk

(4.5)

•

The relations, given by (4.5), are known as Bogoliubov transformations. Here, 0~k and
fig are Bogoliubov coefficients, given as
0~k = (t~kout , t ~ n) =

d3xa3(t)[q~utt~o~pita*--(~O~Pk out )0kin*-]

-- i ~

(4,6a)

Jr = to

and
(rh out r h i n * ) - - i
flk=,'r~
,V'k , - - "

[

J,

in
a 3 x a 3 (t)[q5 out
k t?o~ in
k --(t?o(9 out
k )q~k
]"

(4.6b)

= tO

The Bogoliubov coefficients ~k and flk obey the condition
[ekl 2 --1ilk[ 2 = 1.

(4.6c)

The set of solutions (as t << to) are
~kin(x, t) = ao 3/2-4 I,'- 1/2 -- - -

e + 3~/4Ji~(Ke- ~)e- ik,x"

(4.7a)

e3~/4J_i}Ke-~)e-ik"~'.

(4.7b)

4~Ut(x, t) = ag 3/2 A V- 1/2 (3tl/e)u%- 3~/4ji~(Ke - ~ ) e - ik,x"

(4.8a)

•ek'~iu*~Y,~,t) = a g a / 2 B V - u 2

--

The set of solutions (as t >> t o) are

4~ ~'* (x, t) = ag a/2 B V - 1/2 (3tlfir)l/4 e3~14j _ i,(K e - ~)eik,x ".

(4.8b)

Now, for discussion of creation of spinless particles, two cases arise. The first case is
possible, when modes k and cosmic time t obey the inequality

,k,<~/ ~ o" \U4F
) [ 5-93 exp f~ ( t -

to)~-

3j .

(4.9)

In this case, Bessers function can be approximated, according to (3.15). Now, using
(4.7) and (4.8) in (4.6), one can easily compute

~k =

(3 + 4iv) i3/2
4[vl

(4.10a)

and
3i3/2
fig = - - e 4v

(4.10b)

2iv~

Here, it is helpful to elaborate implications of the inequality (4.9). This inequality
means that as cosmic time t increases beyond t o, the approximation of Bessers
function can be valid for higher and higher modes. It implies that if at t = t~ > t o,
= 0,1,2 ....
l, then at t = t 2 > tl,
= 0, 1,2,... Ik21 where Ik211 > Ik 11-

Ikl

Ikx

Ikl
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The relative probability of creating a pair of particle-antiparticle in mode k isgiven by
9
¢°k = I]/k/~kl2- 9 + 16v2"

(4.11)

As (.Dk,given by (4.11), is independent of k, so it is true for all k satisfying the
constraint (4.9). The absolute probability of creation of 0, 1, 2.... particle-antiparticle
pairs is given by

n=O

[out<O[/'/[O>in[2= ~ H (D~[O(kl-2"
n=O k

(4.12)

Using (4.11), one gets

1
.
.
1--~k

".

.=o °)k

.

9 + 16v2
16V2

(4.13)

From (4.10a), (4.12) and (4.13)
"-' I°u'<01ql°>~"12

n=O

= [ - [ 9 + 1 6 v 2 16v2 =1.
": ]-6-~
-y 9~ + 16v

(4.14)

Equation (4.14) implies that the probability of creation of infinitely many pairs of
particle-anti-particle in all modes k (satisfying the constraint (4.9)) is 1. Physically, it
means that infinitely many pairs of particles will be definitely created by the rapidly
expanding geometry given by the line dement (2.10) with
12 2
a(t)=aosinh/[-~o(t-to)+0891.
The absolute probability that the vacuum remains vacuum i.e., no particle is created
in any mode is given by
~ 2 ~k ~

[out(O[O)i.[ 2= I-I [O~k[-2=/{k 16v2 \)a
k
9 + 16v2

(4.15)

which is obtained using (4.10a).
The four-volume is calculated as
v4 =

f'

;

ag sinh3/2T& d3x

to

The decay rate of the 10)i. state per unit time per unit volume is given as
I" = - ~

1

lnlo.,<OlO>~.l

2

9+
O'093tlx/"as/'( l + 2 l k , ) l n ( ~ )

4v 2

Eex"{"
342
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which is obtained using the inequality (4.9) and (4.15) and (4.16). Decay of the 10>i,
state means creation of particles. So decay rate of the [0>~nstate per unit time per unit
volume implies creation rate of particle-antiparticle pairs per unit time volume.
Equation (4.17) implies that in a particular mode k, satisfying the condition (4.9),
creation rate of particle-antiparticle pairs per unit time per unit volume increases till
t = t x = t o q-

0"797x/~,

(4.18)

attains maximum and starts decreasing when t > tl. At time t 1, given by (4.19)
Ikl< 8"9436(a/12q3) 1/4

(4.19)

according to inequality (4.9). It shows that particle production is possible in very high
modes at t = q. It is also clear from the inequality (4.9), that as time increases the
phenomenon of particle creation can be discussed in higher and higher modes. But, as
discussed above, particle creation rate F gets suppressed when t > q and at t = q
modes k have upper bound given by the inequality (4.20). When t > q, it is possible to
have k such that Ikl>8"9436(a/12eta3) TM, but particle creation rate will be
suppressed.
In the case
(4.20)
using (4.6), (4.7), (4.8) and asymptotic expansion of Jz(x) for large x, as

J'(x)~-~-2 -)

c°s[xx

4

(4.21)

it is found that
I~kl 2 = IB~I 2

which does not satisfy the condition (4.6c). It means that particle creation is not
possible in extremely high modes.
5. Energy of created spinless particles other than Riccions

The components of energy-momentum of created particles can be defined as [ 15, 18]
?i'uv = i.(Ot T"vlO>i.

- o.t(01T"~10>out,

(5.1a)

where

T.. = O, c~*O.c~ - 19,~[O" dp*O.c~ - (~q- ' a + 2a2)dp * ¢]

(5.1b)

~o = i,(01TOl0>i, _ o,t(01ToOl0>o,t.

(5.1c)

Z

with
In (5.1), divergences are cancelled by taking the difference. The total energy of created
particles can be calculated as

E = Fd3xa3(t) =F°.

(5.2)

J
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Using (4.7)/and (4.8) in (5.1)
i.(O[ T°lO)i. = ~ ~

[oql2-t- Iflk[2

ao3aBV -' x

(9+.)
F(1 + ~vi~i - iv) e-3'/2exp[ika(x" - x'"] +
(~t/- 1a + 2a 2 + k z)aft 3A B V - x ~

"at" t-'k ~k ~ 0

*"

(r(l

-

e-3,/2 exp(ik,(x a _ x'")

iv)) 2

exp(ik.(x" + x'"))
/ Ke - ~\ 2i~
e-a'/2~--~ -)
+ OtkflkaoaA 2 V -1

(F(1 + iv)) 2

+

k2

and

[--aa/3

,

exp(- ik.(x ~ + x'")) ×
2

}l

(5.3a)

o,,,(01TO[O)out _ 1 ~ A B exp(ik.(x ~ - x'"))
a

9

2

..~

(5.3b)

Now
f d3 xa3 sinha/2 "['in( 0 1 T° I0)i,,
~1 f ~ a F ( 9 + 16v2) {9+2C)_

-~4~t_ g ~

\~

27

.

~6-~ s~n4~

9
+ ~sin 4v'r - 4--~cos 4rr I

(5.4a)

and

f

dSxa3osinh3/2Tout(OI
1

f-a-~[ 9

T° r/0)o,.,t
2\

---4]vl 4~qk~ +2v )"
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(5.4b)

Dual nature of Ricci scalar

Using (5.4) in (5.2)
E-}~LI6~-~(9

+ 8v )×

( ~ )
27
3
9 ]
+ 2v2 - ~
sin 4vr + ~ sin 4vz - 4-M cos 4w
-~ 3~r~/2.

(5.5)

Thus, it is found that an amount of energy equal to E will flow from the t0)i n to 10\out
state produced due to rapidly expanding geometry lying between the two regions,
which will contribute to the entropy of the universe.
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